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ENGLAND: 
Titchwell Marsh, Norfolk 

To find out more about RSPB Titchwell Marsh visit  

www.rspb.org.uk or ( 01485 210779.
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skies
Britain plays host to some of the richest and rarest birdlife in the 
world, and walkers are often in the best positions to see it. Steven 
Morris asked the experts at the RSPB to nominate their top places 
in England, Wales and Scotland for mixing a good walk with the 
chance of spotting our most spectacular feathered friends.

T
itchwell Marsh on England’s east coast seems to be neither sea 
nor land. A low lying saucer of beach, tidal lagoons, fresh and 
salty marsh and reed beds, reserve warden Paul Eele describes it 
as a ‘Norfolk hill’ under a giant Norfolk sky. 

Between Thornham and Brancaster in the Norfolk Coast AONB, 
Titchwell Marsh is just off the Norfolk Coastal Path which turns inland here 
and makes a 5km/three-mile detour to avoid walking on the A149. Most 
walkers, though, follow the road that passes the entrance to the reserve. 
Once inside, it’s little more than half a mile to the viewing platform on the 
edge of the dunes. There are three hides to visit and unrivalled opportunities 
to see prodigious birdlife.

Paul Eele has been working here for over five years but even he finds 
it hard to predict what birds you might see. “Within half a mile you 
pass through six or seven different habitats,” he says, “and every day is 
different.”

Some visitors are reliable weather vanes. Cold weather in eastern Europe 
brings lots of common birds like chaffinches and blackbirds and, in winter, 
lapwings and golden plovers. Last winter’s storms in the Atlantic brought 
little auks scurrying down the North Sea coast and even Sabine’s gulls, 
supremely maritime birds, sought shelter here.

Spring and autumn migration periods are especially good. In April and 
May, the lagoons are full of noisy, migrating waders, including ruffs, black-
tailed godwits, spotted redshanks and dunlins. 

In summer, watch for the ‘V’ of a marsh harrier gliding over the reedbeds 
or performing a wild courtship dance high above. By mid-July, the breeding 
harriers will have flying young and avocets can be seen moving patiently 
through the lagoons, sucking microscopic food from the water through their 
elegant, curving bills. 

Autumn is the time for waders. Curlew sandpiper, little stint and black-
tailed godwit stop on the lagoons to feed on their journey from their Arctic 
breeding grounds to their African wintering grounds. With high spring 
tides, large numbers of waders can often be seen roosting on the lagoons. 

September is one of the best months to view bearded tits. The brown, 
long-tailed birds have moustaches rather than beards and are usually seen 
flying swiftly across the top of a reedbed. They are sociable and noisy with 
a distinctive ‘pinging’ call, and the young gather in small flocks and feed 
on seeds blown onto the mud near the Island Hide. There may be only 400 
pairs in the UK and their population is declining, so the reserve is critical to 
their survival.

Titchwell is also the place to see, or at least hear, the secretive bittern. An 
elegant buff-brown heron and rare in England – there may only be 150 birds 
here – they are very difficult to spot as they move silently through reeds 
at the water’s edge looking for fish. They are here all year round but most 
easily seen in winter. After 18 years bitterns are breeding here again and in 
spring you might hear the strange ‘boom’ of their mating call. 

Also in winter, waterfowl – including wigeons and brent geese – arrive in 
large numbers. This is also a good time for ‘sea watching’ from the beach 
as flocks of scoters, grebes and divers perform acrobatics in the icy waters 
offshore.

Y
ou’re never alone on a walk in the country. Even in the 
dead of winter, a walker shares the way with birds: a 
bad-tempered robin defending its pitch; a nuthatch 
chiselling insects from a tree; or crows hopping across 

dormant fields. 
Birds are everywhere, but they are very particular about their 

habitat and so coasts and woodland, freshwater, hedges, scrub, 
heaths and hills – and of course towns – taken together are like a 
multi-screen cinema, each showing a different film. And because 
walking is a slow pleasure, there is time and space in any walk to 
feel the presence of wildlife around you. 

If you’re curious you’ll carry a pair of binoculars and if you’re 
lucky you’ll have someone with you who knows what you’re 

looking at or, more difficult, what you’re listening to. Starting 
from scratch, bird-spotting can be a frustrating business. But 
getting to know birds is like finding a sense of place, like 
reaching back to join hands with a rural ancestor who would 
have known every bird by song alone. 

Even in our towns and cities, birds can turn an urban or 
suburban walk into something special. There are peregrines in 

Birmingham, red kites in Gateshead and starlings roosting at 
Brighton Pier. Certain places in Britain, though, deserve special 
attention whether it’s because of bird numbers, their rarity or the 
beauty of their habitat. The RSPB has 200 nature reserves; here are 
three of the best.
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SCOTLAND: 
Abernethy Forest, Speyside

To find out more about the RSPB Loch Garten 

Reserve visit www.rspb.org.uk or ( 01479 831476

WALES
Ynys-hir, Powys
To find out more about RSPB Ynys-hir visit 

www.rspb.org.uk or ( 01654 700222.
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W
here the Dyfi flows into Cardigan Bay, at the 
southern edge of Snowdonia National Park, is 
the broad flood plain of the Dyfi Estuary. On the 
northern shore is the Victorian resort of Aberdyfi 

and the hills leading up to Cadair Idris. On the southern side is 
the start of the Cambrian Mountains and below them, 8km/5 
miles from Cardigan Bay, is RSPB Ynys-hir. 

In company with Patagonia’s Torres del Paine, India’s 
Kanchanjunga Hills and 500 other sites worldwide, the Dyfi is 
a Biosphere Reserve, a precious place of global standing and a 
lovely mix of oak woodland, salt marsh and wet grassland. At 
high water on a spring tide much of the estuary is underwater; 
at low water the patterns of channels and bars change like a 
jigsaw. 

In spring at Ynys-hir (meaning Long Island) the woods 
are carpeted with bluebells and breeding birds are abundant. 
Look out for the redshank with long, red legs and a long, 
straight bill – a lovely bird to watch. There are lapwings here 
too and in springtime, when their nests are susceptible to 

attack from predators (especially 
crows), you’ll see the colony join 

together to mob the invader 
until the danger passes, their 

eponymous ‘peewit’ cries 
ringing round the valley.

Summer brings 

B
eyond the forbidding high plateau of the Cairngorm range 
and the glacial cutting of Lairig Ghru, the Cairngorm 
National Park turns to Speyside for a gentler hike through 
soft bogs and native forest. The Caledonian Forest of Scots 

Pine is now a fragment of it’s ancient self but here, around Loch 
Garten, it still pervades and is both beautiful and strange.

The long-distance Speyside Way passes near the Loch, where there 
are several way-marked short walks through Abernnethy Forest. From 
the main path, a short, signposted diversion of around 2.5km/1.5 
miles leads to one of Scotland’s great sights: ospreys in the wild. 

The RSPB Osprey Watch at Loch Garten is closed in autumn and 
winter (although the trails are open), but in spring and summer the 
viewing platform offers unrivalled viewing of these spectacular, fish-
eating birds of prey. It’s a great place to look over the Loch, too, but 
in season it’s the birds that star. They’ve attracted 2 million watchers 
since their return 50 years ago.  

The ospreys fly off to West Africa at the end of August, but if 
they’re about then you’re sure to see them. The RSPB provides 
binoculars, telescopes and cameras on the nest with expert staff 
to hand. In fact, the birds are hard to miss: adults have a 180cm 
wingspan, white breast and a dashing, merciless method of fishing, 
plunging waterwards talons first.

Also look out for capercailies in the pine woods. A bulky woodland 
grouse, the big black males are unmistakable and at risk of extinction, 
so go gently. At dawn in April and May they gather to perform the 
lek – a communal display to attract mates. The wardens will show 
you the best sites. If you don’t see a capercailie you might hear one: 
a strange clicking followed by what sounds like a cork being pulled 
from a bottle. 

The woods around Loch Garten are also home to red squirrels, 
Scottish crossbill and crested tit. Wildcats have been spotted here but 
you’d be very lucky to see one.

The Speyside Way is 104km/65 miles long and well-marked from 
Aviemore to Spey Bay and Buckie on the North Sea coast. A spur 
of 23km/14 miles from Bridge of Avon runs to Tomintoul in the 
north-east corner of the National Park. It follows the lovely valley of 
the Spey and is mostly easy-going save for one tough 21km/13-mile 
stretch from Ballindalloch to Grantown. 

greenshanks and dragonflies and above the trees, the characteristic 
pointed wings of peregrines in fast and acrobatic flight, and 
red kites looking for prey in the steep-sided valleys hereabouts. 
Looking into light, it’s hard to see the kite’s colour but its long, 
forked tail and graceful flight are a giveaway.

In autumn and winter the estuary attracts thousands of ducks 
such as wigeon and teal, but Ynys-hir is best known for the chunky, 
Greenland white-fronted goose with its orange bill. Every October, 
around 150 of them fly south to winter on the saltmarsh here. 
They are shy birds and, says the reserve’s centre manager Caroline 
de Carle, best viewed from the Breakwater Hide. Lower down the 
river and on the coast oystercatchers, with their comical, oversized 
red beaks and laughing cries, brighten the weariest walker.

The paths of the reserve can be walked in three hours (guided 
trails are a half to three miles long) but there are seven hides each 
offering a different habitat and great views across the estuary. The 
Domen Las Hide shows off the remains of a motte and bailey castle 
where, in 1216, Lywellyn traded south Wales for the loyalty of the 
Welsh Princes. 

The hills round here are challenging – think of the Arenigs, 
Rhinogs and Cadair Idris – and the coast walking is superb. Five 
kilometres/three miles south of the river mouth, at Borth, is the 
start of the Ceredigion Coast Path which runs for 100km/63 miles 
around Cardigan Bay, past rocky reefs, surf-beaches and close-to 
deep water, to join the Pembrokeshire Coast Path at Cardigan. 
Borth is also the starting point for the Dyfi Valley Way which 
passes Ynys-hir, goes up to the source of the Dyfi at Aran Fawddwy 
and comes back down the north side of the estuary via Machynlleth 

“In spring at Ynys-hir (meaning 
Long Island) the woods are 
carpeted with bluebells and 

breeding birds are abundant.”

“Look out for capercailies 
in the pine woods. A 
bulky woodland grouse, 
the big black males are 
unmistakable and at risk 
of extinction, so go 
gently”
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Swarovski’s 8 x 20 Pocket Binocular (RRP £370) fits easily into any 
jacket pocket and is totally waterproof – ideal for watching wildlife 
while out on a walk.    

To win, just tell us in which country the Swarovski Optik factory is. 
Check out www.swarovskioptik.com and click on history if you need help.

Enter online at www.walkmag.co.uk/competitions or email entries with ‘Swarovski’ in 
the subject line along with your name, address and daytime contact 
number to walkmag@ramblers.org.uk. Alternatively, send 
entries to Swarovski competition, Ramblers’ 
Association, 2nd Floor Camelford House, 87-90 
Albert Embankment, London SE1 7TW.

Closing date 30 April 2008.

B
irds love parks and gardens, derelict land and tall 
buildings. Traffic makes them sing more loudly, but 
doesn’t much deter them. Rivers and canals serve to 
draw birds into urban areas. Mute swans navigate 

rivers everywhere and herons stand hunch-backed, like old men in 
macintoshes, waiting patiently for passing fish. Song thrushes – in 
serious decline in the countryside – are holding their own in urban 
environments. House martins, swifts and house sparrows are truly 
urban too breeding almost entirely on buildings. Buildings are 
also important for starlings’ nest sites. 

From blackbirds to peregrines, British towns and cities are full 
of birds and for most people are their main contact with wildlife. 
Making time to watch them is a way of reconnecting with the 
natural world. Why else would feeding the ducks bring so much 
childlike pleasure?  Sightings of city birds need not be spectacular 
or rare, but here are three sensational urban sites.

Tate Peregrines
Several pairs of peregrines return to London each year, attracted 
by the plentiful supply of food in the capital, including pigeons. 
Last summer, thousands of people were treated to up close 
views of a pair called Misty and Birt who roost on the chimney 
of London’s Tate Modern each year. The RSPB’s Aren’t birds 
brilliant! project pitched four telescopes for free public viewing 
and superb close-ups, and lucky passersby witnessed spectacular 
fly-bys. Peregrines were once plentiful in Tudor London when 
they were used as hunting birds, but during the Second World 
War they were killed to stop them attacking Army carrier pigeons, 
and modern pesticides reduced numbers further.

HOw TO GET alONG  
wiTH Birds
Birds come first – don’t disturb birds or their habitats. 
If disturbed, birds may stay away from their nest, 
leaving eggs and chicks vulnerable to predators. If 
you can see into an occupied nest without binoculars 
then you are much too close. On cliffs, hills and moors 
be careful not to trample on nesting sites. 

Control your dog. Dogs will disturb nesting birds and 
chase young.

Don’t touch or take. Birds, their nests and eggs 
are protected by law. It is an offence (with few 
exceptions) to take, damage or destroy the nest of 
any wild bird while in use or being built, or destroy 
its eggs. It is legal to keep and care for most injured 
wild birds, but they must be released as soon as 
recovered. 

Be an ambassador for birdwatching. If you know 
what you’re looking at, or listening to, pass on your 
knowledge. Your enthusiasm could start a lifetime’s 
interest in birds and a greater appreciation of wildlife 
and its conservation.

If you find a rare bird, think about who you tell. A 
report could cause a flood of birdwatchers. Record 
the sighting and pass the details on to a local 
recorder (visit www.bto.org/birdwatch) or the RSPB.

Now you can see peregrines on the BT Tower in Birmingham, 
on the police station in Wrexham, north Wales, and in the city 
centres of Manchester, Worcester and Cardiff.

Brighton starlings
Every evening in autumn thousands of starlings perform their 
aerial dance of ‘murmuration’ – like a moving cloud – as they 
prepare to enter their roost on Brighton pier. Such a tricky 
manoeuvre may need several attempts, and between goes they 
risk attack from predators. The mass dance aims to confuse any 
attackers and is even more dramatic when threatened.

Kittiwakes on the Tyne
A colony of kittiwakes – a small, maritime gull – breed on the 
granite ‘cliffs’ of the Tyne Bridge at Newcastle. On the south bank 
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“Birds love parks 
and gardens, 

derelict land and 
tall buildings. 

Traffic makes them 
sing more loudly, 
but doesn’t much 

deter them.”

Win


